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FAO activities

- UN agency for Food and Agriculture
- Animal Health and Production division
- FAO HQ/regional/subregional/country offices
- Avian influenza (2005-2010):
  - 170 projects
  - 38% with a lab component
  - 310 million $
  - Regional approach was chosen: regional TCP projects, RAHC, creation of regional networks
  - Up to 500 staff employed: many on the ground
At country level

- The last 5 years: diagnostic capacities and laboratory capabilities have been greatly improved in many developing and transition countries.
- Medium to long term issues need to be addressed to build on the funds and efforts invested during the HPAI crisis.
- Strengthening lab capacities are only part of the picture: staff turnover, sufficient lab funding, sample submission, interface with epidemiologists, integration of labs in the animal health business, etc.
FAO’s approach to lab networks

Justification of regional networks

- Within regions: more harmonization - political weight - coordination of activities – information/experience sharing

- Breaking the isolation of national teams
- Capacity building
- Easier links with other networks/regions
- Diagnostics proficiency tests
FAO’s approach to lab networks

Coordination

• Global focal point in HQ/regional focal points (lab+epi)
• Coordination from HQ with FAO regional offices
• FAO coordination/support to networks: preparation and implementation of workplans, annual meetings, training programmes, procurement, laboratory assessments, fund raising etc.
FAO’s approach to lab networks

Membership

- Network of all national veterinary labs of a region
- Both institutional and human networks
- Selection of regional laboratories and specific support provided to regional laboratories (ie. workplans, twinning, incl. OIE)
FAO’s proposed approach: Based on people

- Nominate the national focal points
- Form database of regional resource persons
- Build a consortium among regional experts and international experts
- Make a mailing list
FAO’s proposed approach: Collaborations

- With international RL/CC (FAO/OIE)
- Possibility of sub-networks/groups:
  - for specific objectives (i.e., groups with/without PCR)
  - for training activities (i.e., quality assurance)
  - for specific diseases (RVF)
- Close links with the Epidemiology Network: necessary (samples collection/testing/lab data compilation)
- Connections with other lab networks (i.e., IAEA, public health, regional, OFFLU)
FAO’s proposed approach: Regional labs

- No legal status (common agreement)
- Selection process, criteria for selection and TOR to be defined by the region
- FAO can assist in the criteria definition and selection process
FAO's GLOBAL VISION FOR REGIONAL NETWORKS
FAO’s proposed approach:
Possible roles of regional labs

- Providing regional trainings
- Tests validation
- Production of reference reagents
- Proficiency testing
- Regional laboratory meetings
- Facilitation of international sample shipment
- Referral and confirmation services
Focus on one network: RESOLAB (1) launched in Dec 2007

- Lab grouping
- Designation of 2 regional labs
- >300 lab staff trained (lab techniques, QA)
- 2 rounds of AI/ND proficiency testing
- 3 annual meetings with recommendations
- Quarterly reports
- Communication: mailing list and website
- 21/23 labs assessed
- Good knowledge of individual lab conditions
Focus on one network: RESOLAB (2)

- Substantial support to regional labs (supplies, training, participation to intern. conf, scholarship)
- Procurement of basic items: shipment boxes, basic equipment calibration kit, PCR/serology reagents
- Contract with OIE/FAO RL for training, sample primary and advanced testing, attendance to annual meetings
- Study on opportunities of partnerships with the animal industry to enable complementary sources of funding
- International collaboration/funding: USDA, CDC, IZSVe, CIRAD, USAID, FVI, EU-FMD...
RESOLAB: Future activities

• Create a steering committee
• Advocacy for commitment of national governments/REC
• Harmonization of protocols
• Twinning programs (intra/outside region)
• Entry point for lab strengthening projects
• Fund raising
Welcome to the official Site of the FAO-ECTAD regional unit at the RAHC in Bamako! For more than two years we have been fighting together to prevent, detect and control the Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza and to improve the conditions of poultry production. Within the last few months our team and structure have been reinforced and are now almost at full capacity. Many dossiers concerning other priority animal diseases will be treated in view of the increasing volume of activity, new (…) suite.

THE MOST RECENT ARTICLES

Presentation of RESECOP
THE HUMAN INFLUENZA HIGHLY PATHOGENIC HAS AN IMPORTANT IMPACT ON THE NATIONAL ECONOMIES AND POPULATIONS, ESPECIALLY THE POOREST ONES, NOT ONLY IN INFECTED COUNTRIES BUT ALSO IN NON-INFECTED ONES.

Biology Animation Library
GEOLOGY ANIMATION WEBSITE ON BIODIVERSITY ANIMATION LIBRARY

Distinct genotype of H5N1 in Nigeria
INTRODUCTION INTO NIGERIA OF A DISTINCT GENOTYPE OF AVIAN INFLUENZA VIRUS (H5N1)

First case of AIV in Ivory Coast
THE FIRST SPECIFIC DETECTION OF A HIGHLY PATHOGENIC AIV (AVIAN INFLUENZA VIRUS) IN IVORY COAST

Report and recommendation
RESOLAB SECOND MEETING DEC 08
IN MEMORIAM
DR. JOSEPH GARIK KABUKU

DOCUMENTS
WORKING DOCUMENTS FOR THE LABS, PROCEDURES, MANUALS …

RESEPI Workshop
1ST TO 5TH DECEMBER 2008 CISA BAMAKO MALI

Biosecurity workshop
SUB-REGIONAL TRAINING ON BIOSECURITY IN POULTRY FARMS AND LIVE BIRD MARKETS

What we already know about biosecurity
WAHIS and national databases

For forthcoming activities
TO BE SUSPENDED BY THE WEST AND CENTRAL AFRICA VETERINARY
FAO Reference centres

- Recent FAO policy (Oct 2006) for all disciplines under the mandate of FAO
- To be adapted to the animal health needs/specificities
- About 100 RL+CC, all under the same designation as Reference Centres
FAO Reference centres:
FAO system compared to the OIE one

- Long process + new
- Comparable mandates
- More development oriented
- Gives privilege for projects partnership
- Not person but institution-linked designation
- Not disease approach but group of diseases

Name of the Institution:

Common Workplan FAO AI/ND Reference Centres

1. The Reference Centre (RC) will provide emergency AI and ND reference laboratory services without charge to FAO or to FAO member countries according to the title/function of the reference centre. An emergency is defined as a suspected or confirmed (ongoing) AI and ND outbreak. The limit for this service without charge is suggested to be at least 20 samples per outbreak (or 50 samples per country per year).

2. The RC will actively contribute to OFFLU, joint OIE-FAO network of expertise on avian influenza, including provision of at least an annual report that includes data on laboratory services performed for the year, and detailed characterisation of samples received for AI/ND viruses typing (if any).

3. The RC will share, in response to requests from FAO and/or another FAO reference centre, biological materials and associated information, in order to improve the performance and harmonisation of AI/ND reference laboratory services; the cost of material shipment should be covered by the requesting laboratory and can be subject to reaching a suitable Material Transfer Agreement (MTA) between the sending and receiving parties.

4. Upon request, the RC will collaborate with FAO on technical projects for the surveillance and control of AI/ND.

5. The RC shall provide technical expert services (consultation, meetings) to FAO, equivalent to at least 10 person days per year, without charge. These services include attendance to teleconferences or other activities in addition to those requiring travel. In case of travel, this cost will be covered by FAO.

6. The RC shall provide an annual report (a short report template will be provided by FAO, with possible online submission) by the end of January each year.
Conclusions

- Other networking initiatives have succeeded in the past (ex. Rinderpest)
- Collaborations with epi/human health sector/other networks
- Role of FAO: launch/support/coordinate these networks through regional AH offices
- Ultimate goal: establishment, consolidation, sustainability and ownership by national governments and their regional economic organizations.
Thank you for your attention...